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Abstract: Using recycled pavement materials to construct new pavement base is currently an impor-
tant construction strategy bringing improved sustainability. This study investigates the long-term
performance of pavement bases constructed with recycled concrete aggregate (RCA), reclaimed
asphalt pavement (RAP), and blends with natural aggregates in a seasonal frost region. The stabiliza-
tion effect of fly ash on RAP was studied as well. In situ falling weight deflectometer (FWD) tests
were routinely conducted to provide seasonal deflection data, which were used to back-calculate the
layer modulus. Seasonal changes in the base layer modulus along with the pavement ride quality
were monitored. One of the two lanes at the test sections was consistently subjected to traffic loading,
whereas the other one was not. Findings from this field research indicated that after undergoing
over 8 years of naturally seasonal freeze-thaw conditions, 100% RCA, 50% RCA, plus 50% natural
aggregates, and 100% RAP, presented improved performance over 100% natural aggregates. How-
ever, 50% RAP blended with 50% natural aggregates performed comparably to natural aggregates
only, and fly ash did not provide considerable improvement on the long-term performance of 50%
RAP plus 50% natural aggregate base. Seasonal climatic variations turned out to affect pavement
performance more critically than traffic loading.

Keywords: pavement base; seasonal freezing; falling weight deflectometer; back-calculated modulus;
recycled concrete aggregate; reclaimed asphalt pavement

1. Introduction
1.1. General Background

Making engineering materials more sustainable has become increasingly attractive
over the last few years, not only to diminish project costs but also to minimize the impact on
the environment [1,2]. Towards this goal, pavement engineers and researchers have spent
substantial effort to explore the feasibility and suitability of recycling waste materials in
new pavement structures, including glass [3,4], asphalt pavement [5], recycled concrete [6],
fly ash [7], clay bricks [8], steel slag [9], palm oil fuel ash [10], sulfur [11], and waxes [12], as
well as all kinds of polymers, such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [13], high-density
polyethylene (HDPE) [14], low-density polyethylene (LDPE) [15], polystyrene (PS) [16],
polyurethane (PU) [17], polypropylene (PP) [18], acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) [19],
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) [20], and others. Among those innovative applications, using
recycled pavement materials for new pavement base or subbase layers is the most universal
one gaining interest in transportation earthworks.

Looking at relevant literature in recent years shows that recycled pavement materials,
usually focusing on recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) and reclaimed asphalt pavement
(RAP), have been well studied in the laboratory [21,22]. These are different than the full-
depth reclamation technique, which recycles composite pavement materials from surface to
base and subbase (and may even include some content from the subgrade). RCA and RAP
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usually consist of recycled materials from the pavement surface only [23,24]. Furthermore,
hot recycling and cold recycling are two commonly used methods for constructing pave-
ment layers using recycled pavement materials. The main difference between cold and hot
recycling techniques refers to whether the existing bitumen in recycled materials is heated
to restore its viscosity prior to compacting [23,24]. Overall, the investigated topics of these
studies on recycled pavement materials are categorized into three aspects: (i) characterizing
the mechanical properties, such the strength and stiffness that may represent the capacity
to bear traffic loading [25,26]; (ii) evaluating their durability to freeze-thaw and wet-dry
cycles [27,28]; and (iii) environmental impacts such as the leaching of metals and high
alkalinity and pH [29,30]. Generally, findings from these laboratory investigations demon-
strated that recycled pavement materials are able to provide comparable performance to
normally used aggregate base materials, such as crushed limestone and granite [31–36].
The use of recycled materials in pavement construction is a beneficial activity in terms of
life cycle assessment, i.e., it reduces energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions in
material production associated with natural materials and in terms of life cycle costs [29].
Per data from NASA, globally there are 55 million km2 of seasonal frost regions that
possess 55% of the total continent area [37]. That means over half of the pavements in
this world are subjected to seasonal freeze-thaw cycles, which may significantly weaken
pavement structures in the long term. However, field studies on pavement base using
recycled pavement materials, especially with respect to the long-term performance, are
exceptionally limited. To take into account all the above factors, it is necessary to assess the
long-term performance of pavement base using recycled materials in seasonally freezing
regions.

There are numerous studies to investigate laboratory performance and the suitability
of using recycled pavement materials as pavement foundations, especially on their me-
chanical properties and freeze-thaw actions [31,32]. In summary, these laboratory findings
indicated that seasonal freeze-thaw cycles had a significant effect on weakening the mechan-
ical properties of pavement foundation materials, including unstabilized and stabilized
recycled pavement materials. On the other hand, there are fewer field studies studying
the recycled pavement materials as pavement foundations under seasonal freeze-thaw
cycles [28,38]. The field test results matched the laboratory freeze–thaw test results [30,38].

Falling weight deflectometers (FWDs) have been widely used to evaluate the pave-
ment performance in terms of stiffness, and FWD deflection data are always representative
of the composite pavement performance [39,40]. With the intent to rate subsurface con-
ditions, it is necessary to come up with approaches assessing parameters that are able to
represent base, subbase, and subgrade properties. MODULUS, which was developed at the
Texas Transportation Institute [41], is a widely used computer program for back-calculating
layer moduli. To study the effect of seasonal variations on layer mechanical properties,
there are two important factors that need to be considered during back-calculation, which
are asphalt temperature during testing and subsurface moisture conditions. Both may
affect back-calculation results, as adjustments are needed to account for their influences on
the modulus [42,43].

1.2. Scope and Objectives

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the seasonal long-term performance of
pavement bases using various recycled pavement materials. The detailed objectives of this
study to achieve this goal are listed below.

• To conduct in situ performance tests during seasons covering a long time span on test
sections to evaluate the seasonal pavement performance changes;

• To back-calculate the layer modulus of test sections constructed with different recycled
pavement materials, including RCA, RAP, and blends, with normally used aggre-
gates in comparison with the conventional aggregate itself to monitor seasonal layer
modulus changes;
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• To evaluate the effect of fly ash stabilization on recycled pavement materials in terms
of resisting weakening from seasonal freeze-thaw cycles;

• To compare the effects from seasonal variations and traffic loading on long-term
pavement performance.

2. Materials and Pavement Layouts
2.1. Materials

In this study, a total of seven test sections (numbered Section 1 to Section 7) were
built with various base materials, including RCA, cold-recycled RAP from a partial depth
reclamation work, commonly used natural aggregates that are classified as MnDOT (Min-
nesota Department of Transportation) Class 3 through Class 6, and blended aggregates
with recycled and natural materials. An additional section (Section 7) was treated with
14% fly ash to evaluate the stabilization improvement on aggregate base. The aggregate
index properties for all sections are summarized in Table 1. In accordance with the Unified
Soil Classification System (USCS), most of the studied aggregates were classified as SP
(poorly graded sand), except for Section 1 and Section 4, which were classified as SW (well-
graded sand) and GW-GM (well-graded gravel with silt). It was noted that the aggregate
in Section 4, i.e., 100% MnDOT Class 5, apparently had more fine content than the other six
aggregates.

Table 1. Summary of index properties of the aggregates in this study.

Section No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Material 100%
RCA

50% RCA + 50%
MnDOT Class 5

100%
RAP

100% MnDOT
Class 5

50% RAP + 50%
MnDOT Class 4

100% MnDOT
Class 6

50% RAP + 50% MnDOT
Class 3 + 14% Fly Ash

USCS Symbol SW SP SP GW-GM SP SP SP
AASHTO Symbol A-1-a A-1-b A-1-a A-1-b A-1-a A-1-a A-1-a

Gravel Content (%) 31.8 32.7 26.3 22.9 28.4 31.5 35.1
Sand Content (%) 64.9 63.8 71.2 67.6 69.1 62.4 60.4
Fine Content (%) 3.3 3.4 2.5 9.5 2.5 6.1 4.5

2.2. Pavement Layout

Because it was a collaborative project, the pavement layouts of the seven test sections
can be generally classified into two categories (see Figures 1 and 2), with a length of 500 feet
(152.4 m) for each test cell. For Section 1 to Section 4, the pavements consisted of a 127 mm
surface layer of warm mix asphalt (WMA), a 305 mm base layer, and a 483 mm granular
subbase layer. It was noted that the subbase layers in fact were formed with a 305 mm thick
of MnDOT Class 3 aggregate and a 178 mm thick of selected granular materials. However,
these two layers were treated as a combined subbase layer due to the emphasis of this
study on the base layer and the limitations of the computer program applied in this study.
In MODULUS, the base layers were assessed as an entirety above subbase and subgrade.
Regardless of the classification of the layers beneath base, the calculated modulus of the
base was not affected theoretically.
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Figure 1. Pavement layouts of Sections 1–4 (not to scale).

Figure 2. Pavement layouts of Sections 5–7 (not to scale).

3. Methods

The surface deflections of all test sections were measured via in situ FWD tests. In
this research, a Dynatest model 1000 FWD was used, which has configurations including
a 40 kN applied load, a 300 mm-diameter plate, and deflection sensors instrumented at
0, 0.30, 0.61, 0.91, 1.22, and 1.52 m from the center of the load plate (Figure 3). The FWD
tests were performed at every 30 m in each test section either monthly or seasonally. The
FWD tests were conducted with the collection of the data from spring 2009 to fall 2017 for
Sections 1–4 and from spring 2008 to fall 2017 for Sections 5–7. The measured deflections
were used to back-calculate the elastic modulus of the aggregate base layers (referred to as
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EFWD) using the MODULUS 6.0 software program developed at the Texas Transportation
Institute [41]. A Poisson ratio of 0.4 was the input for the subgrade and 0.35 was the input
for the asphalt surface layer, aggregate base layer, and subbase layer, in accordance with
the suggested values specified in Huang [44]. The deflection measurements collected from
the five longitudinal locations in each test section were used for the back-calculations to
obtain the elastic moduli, and therefore the averaged elastic modulus from five locations
was used and reported for each test section. FWD tests at each pavement section were
conducted to measure deflections at transverse spacings corresponding to the mid-lane
(M) and outer-wheel (O) paths for both the driving (D) and passing (P) lanes. For each
individual test, three drops were carried out.

Figure 3. Sensor layout (plan view) of the FWD equipment employed in this study.

Rutting and the international roughness index (IRI) were monitored for Sections 1–4
until 2015. A lightweight profiler was utilized to collect IRI readings at a high frequency.
An advanced laser profile system (ALPS) was utilized to collect rutting readings every
15.24 m with a 3.81 m-long beam, so rutting was measured at 9 spots at each test section.
Additionally, temperature sensors were instrumented into PVC pipes that were vertically
embedded in each pavement section. Sensors were placed with certain spacing to ensure
temperature at each layer was monitored. This study focused on the surface temperature
and the base layer temperature near the layer bottom in order to assess the thermal
performance of the tested base materials. The method utilized to calculate the number
of freeze-thaw cycles was given by Rosa et al. [2], and is based on determined freezing
temperatures for various geomaterials.

4. Results and Discussion

During this study, the passing lane was closed to traffic intentionally due to the
experimental design. As common sense to pavement engineers and researchers, pavements
keep deteriorating because of two factors: traffic loading and climate impact. Although
differences in traffic can be easily assessed quantitatively, the effect of climatic variation
is always difficult to investigate. Instead of employing the traditional method of direct
investigation, this project attempted to study seasonal climate change in a roundabout way.
Therefore, the passing lane was not subjected to traffic loading at all in order to isolate the
effect of climate variations on pavement performance.

The deflection data and pavement surface temperature data collected from FWD test-
ing were analyzed to back-calculate layer modulus with surface temperature adjustments.
The elastic moduli of the base layers, EFWD, were plotted versus seasonal testing time for
the following testing locations: the mid-lane of the driving lane (D-M), the outer wheel
path of the driving lane (D-O), the mid-lane of the passing lane (P-M), and the outer wheel
path of the passing lane (P-O). The equivalent single axle load (ESAL) for the test sections
was 20,000 per year based on the standard axle load, calculated based on an AADT of 1100
and an AADT for heavy vehicles of 275. Figures 4–10 present the EFWD results for Sections
1 to 7, reflecting the different types of base materials. Note that the dates listed at the top
of each individual plot do not indicate the testing days but rather the scale and intervals
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of the axes. FWD tests were conducted either monthly or seasonally to capture pavement
performance at each season.

Figure 4. Seasonal variations in (a) driving lane EFWD, (b) passing lane EFWD, and (c) surface rutting depth of Cell 16
base—100% RCA (Section 1).

For Sections 1 to 4, the average rutting depth and IRI values at each test season
were plotted as showed in part (c) in Figures 4–7. In general, both the rutting depth
measurements and IRI values increased gradually with time, as expected and reported in
the literature [45–47]. Comparing the slopes of both curves, the changes in IRI values were
lower than the rutting depth. All IRI values remained at about 1.0 m/km for all sections
during the entire monitoring period. In contrast to IRI, the rutting depth measurements
increased from <1.5 mm to up to 10.0 mm after 6.5 years of monitoring. However, the
results did not indicate any significant differences between the types of base aggregates
in maintaining low IRI and controlling rutting development. Section 3, constructed with
100% RAP base, eventually showed slightly higher rutting depth than other sections.

Seasonal variations in EFWD were revealed at all sections. Overall, for each calendar
year, the highest EFWD values were obtained from FWD tests conducted in summer, and
the lowest EFWD values were in spring or fall. This led to a reverse “V” shape for each
EFWD year curve. The lower modulus in spring was likely attributed to spring thawing,
where thawed water was trapped in base layers, which weakened the layer stiffness. As
the season moved to summer, the modulus recovered to a higher value until early fall. In
late fall and early winter at the project site, short freeze-thaw cycles started taking place,
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which possibly resulted in the decreases in EFWD. If the modulus measured at spring was
apparently higher than other seasons, for example the EFWD of the D-O of Section 1 in early
2011, it indicates that the full spring thaw was not captured and that the base was probably
still frozen when conducting the FWD tests. Frozen base showed higher stiffness than it in
other seasons.

Figure 5. Seasonal variations in (a) driving lane EFWD, (b) passing lane EFWD, and (c) surface rutting depth of Cell 17
base—50% RCA + 50% Class 5 (Section 2).

Overall, the EFWD at the mid-lane was commensurable with that at the outer wheel
path, especially for the passing lanes. Because the passing lane was not subjected to traffic,
this finding is reasonable, as the climatic effect on the pavements should not have differed
between testing locations. For several sections, the mid-lane average EFWD was slightly
higher than the outer wheel-path values, especially for the driving lanes, which was likely
caused by traffic loading. Similar to the mid-lane versus the outer wheel path, the overall
results did not exhibit a significant difference between the driving lane and passing lane,
which means traffic loading did not affect base modulus variation as critically as seasonal
variations.

Comparing the results among the sections presented interesting findings. Sections
with RCA, i.e., Sections 1 and 2, demonstrated wider ranges of EFWD from below 100 MPa
up to 800 MPa, whereas the other six sections showed a relatively constant EFWD. For the
100% RAP section, the modulus varied widely in the driving lane in the beginning years
and then fell to a constant level around 300 MPa, but the passing lane values were within a
smaller range of 200–400 MPa throughout.
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Figure 6. Seasonal variations in (a) driving lane EFWD, (b) passing lane EFWD, and (c) surface rutting depth of Cell 18
base—100% RAP (Section 3).

Referring to Figures 7 and 9, pure natural aggregates did not show significant dif-
ferences in EFWD even though MnDOT Class 5 had a different gradation than Class 6.
The EFWD of Class 5 base was around 100 MPa, and EFWD of Class 6 base ranged from
70 to 120 MPa. The higher fine content of Class 5 might have contributed to this finding.

The effect of fly ash stabilization was assessed by comparing the results from Sections 5
and 7 (Figure 10). Section 5, where the base was constructed with 50% RAP plus 50% natural
aggregates, showed an EFWD of less than 85 MPa in most seasons and up to 110 MPa for
a few seasons. After adding 14% fly ash, the EFWD was constantly controlled at about
100 MPa, either in spring or other seasons. This indicates that fly ash did not significantly
improve the stiffness of the 50% RAP plus 50% natural aggregate base layer, but possibly
improved its resistance to seasonal variations.

In addition, two figures were plotted based on the pavement temperature data. As
shown in Figure 11a, the surface temperature and the temperature measured within the
base layers were compared. Over the monitored years, the highest and lowest surface
temperatures were recorded as 59 and −23 ◦C, respectively. However, the base temper-
atures shown in Figure 11a (measured at similar depths) showed explicit differences in
some seasons, indicating the varying thermal performance of the constructed base mate-
rials. Possible influencing factors include varying water contents, void ratios, chemical
components, fine content, etc.
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Figure 7. Seasonal variations in (a) driving lane EFWD, (b) passing lane EFWD, and (c) surface rutting depth of Cell 19
base—100% Class 5 (Section 4).

Numerous freeze-thaw cycles were observed in the surface temperature data from
each year, similar to the base measurements. However, as described, this study accounted
for the determined geomaterial freezing temperatures as the boundary condition, i.e.,
for each type of base material, one freeze-thaw cycle was taken into account once the
temperature decreased below and then increased above freezing. Via this approach, the
number of freeze-thaw cycles in each base over the years until 2015 was calculated. The
EFWD values representing base stiffness after a particular number of freeze-thaw cycles are
shown in Figure 11b, indicating the effect of freeze-thaw cycles on the seasonal changes
in the modulus. It was found that the representative base modulus for all seven sections
either gradually decreased or showed no loss as the freeze-thaw cycles accumulated yearly.
However, it is impossible to conclude which material stiffness was influenced the most
by freeze-thaw cycles due to the difficulty in capturing the theoretically representative
modulus. In other words, there may have been other moduli better reflecting the base
stiffness after a certain number of freeze-thaw cycles. However, the time to conduct the
FWD in this study may not have been adequate enough to represent that equilibrium
condition.
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Figure 8. Seasonal variations in (a) driving lane EFWD and (b) passing lane EFWD of Cell 77 base—50% RAP + 50% Class 4
(Section 5).

Figure 9. Seasonal variations in (a) driving lane EFWD and (b) passing lane EFWD of Cell 78 base—Class 6 (Section 6).
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Figure 10. Seasonal variations in (a) driving lane EFWD and (b) passing lane EFWD of Cell 79 base—50% RAP + 50% Class 3
stabilized with 14% fly ash (Section 7).

To summarize, the first key finding from the seasonal back-calculated layer modulus
was that replacing natural aggregate base with 100% or 50% RCA improved the base layer
stiffness from a long-term perspective. However, this replacement also brought a wider
variation in the layer modulus in different seasons. Similarly, the layer modulus of pure
RAP base ranged widely, especially in the measurements obtained from the outer wheel
path. In addition, replacing natural aggregates with 100% RAP improved the long-term
base performance, but the improvement was less than with RCA replacements. Even
though the range of EFWD of the base consisting of 50% RAP and 50% natural aggregates
was smaller than the other recycled material sections, i.e., they stiffened less when freezing
and weakened less when thawing, the EFWD was critically smaller than pure RAP or any
RCA sections. The average EFWD of the 50% RAP and 50% natural aggregates approximated
the average value derived from the section with pure natural aggregate base, and both
were around 100 MPa. It is implicit that recycled pavement materials may offer higher
stiffness than natural aggregates when employed in pavement base constructions, but
their capacity to resist seasonal temperature variations is likely not to be comparable to
natural aggregates. Relatively lower fine content of recycled pavement materials may have
contributed to this finding, since lower fine content indicates a higher void ratio, which
allows more free water to freeze and thaw, resulting in greater changes in seasonal modulus
values.

Moreover, it is difficult to make a comparison between the outer wheel-path and
mid-lane data, especially for the passing lane measurements, because there was no traffic in
that lane. From a long-term point of view, the driving lane and passing lane measurements
did not considerably differ from each other, except for the 100% RAP section. This finding
implies that compared to long-term climatic loading, the impact of traffic loading on
pavement base performance is negligible.
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Figure 11. Plots of (a) temperature measurements representing the surface and base and (b) accumulated freeze-thaw cycles
versus the representative EFWD.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The use of recycled materials in pavement construction is a beneficial activity that
reduces energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions in material production associ-
ated with natural materials. Long-term performance of pavement base is usually impacted
by seasonal climatic variations. In this study, falling weight deflectometer tests were con-
ducted regularly over a long-term period to evaluate multiple types of aggregate base.
Recycled pavement materials including recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) and reclaimed
asphalt pavement (RAP), natural aggregates, and blended materials were used to construct
test sections. Falling weight deflectometer tests were conducted twice yearly and the
back-calculated elastic moduli of the base layers was assessed. Moreover, rutting and IRI
data for test sections were recorded to monitor the pavement ride quality. Key findings
derived from this study are listed as follows.

• In comparison with natural aggregate base, RCA and RAP improved the long-term
performance of the base course. Replacing natural aggregates with 50% and 100%
RCA and 100% RAP explicitly elevated the overall base layer modulus. This indicates
that recycled pavement material has a higher stiffness than natural aggregates.
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• The replacement of natural aggregates with recycled pavement materials led to wider
seasonal variations in the base layer modulus. Different fine-content pavement base
materials may result in different freeze-thaw resistance.

• Fly ash did not provide significant improvement in the long-term performance of 50%
RAP plus 50% natural aggregate base.

• From a long-term point of view, the impact of traffic loading on pavement base
performance was negligible compared to climatic loading. In other words, seasonal
variations turned out to affect pavement performance more critically than traffic
loading.

• Even though the base layer mechanical properties were altered with the varying mate-
rials, the pavement ride quality in terms of IRI and rutting depth was not observed to
be significantly different.
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